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"Culture in the Stars: Signs of the Zodiac in Language Courses," 
Richard Stanley, Concordia College 
Most students know their astrological sign, but few realize that the signs of the zodiac have very deep 
roots in ancient Mediterranean/Middle Eastern culture. Since foreign language courses include units on the 
calendar and time, information about the zodiac can enrich in-class discussions of these topics with 
interesting cultura~ linguistic, and scientific material. The examples included here can be adapted by using 
specific words in the target language. An added advantage is that students learn not only signs but some 
animal names as well. · 
It is very pedagogically useful to find a topic, like the zodiac, that students generally take for granted 
and then connect it historically, linguistically, and culturally to information they already know but may not 
see as connected. It is also important to include some new information as well. This varied technique 
gives temporal depth to the lecture/discussion, shows how ideas diffuse widely throughout the world (even 
before the advent of the internet), and how knowledge is, to use the currently popular metaphor, web-like in 
its interconnections. 
The zodiac is ideal for making such connections, because it has a deep history and raises numerous 
questions about measuring time and the influence of the heavens on human life. Furthermore astrological 
belief continues to resonate in our modern world, most prominently in "the daily horoscopes" in modem 
newspapers. Students can investigate another surprising connection by looking up the etymology of 
••influenza." A good way to incorporate critical thinking skills into a class discussion would be to debate 
the validity of astrological claims, as well as discussing ways astrology might have psychological, if not 
scientific validity. · 
The zodiac originated in Mesopotamia where astronomical record keeping goes back for thousands of 
years. In fact our division of the year into 12 months, the day and night into 12 hours, the hour into 60 
minutes all originated in the Tigris-Euphrates river basin (ca. 900 BCE). The fact that this geographical 
. region is in the news every day makes this topic even more apposite to students who often have no clear 
knowledge of where Iraq and Iran are located on a globe or map. 
Essentially the zodiac is an early ancient astronomical calendar. The sun originally appeared to pass 
through one of the constellations of the zodiac each month in its yearly path across the sky (called the 
ecliptic). Through a phenomenon called precession the months have gradually shifted out of alignment with 
the constellations, with each sign now occupying roughly half of its two respective months. 
Over time various mythical animals and stories were attached to the constellations. 
Zodiac information can be used in a number of ways and adapted to several formats: worksheets, 
power-point presentations, informal discussions, or formal lectures. How I use the material depends largely 
on the class where I am applying it In a Latin class I tend to emphasize the etymological connections, in a 
myth class the stories associated with the zodiac, and in culture or literature courses the historical/literary 
implications. For example, this semester I used some of the material in a discussion of the emperor 
Tiberius' obsession with astrology. In a course on Augustine's Confessions we briefly considered 
Augustine's pre-conversion interest in astrology. One advantage for using the zodiac in Latin classes is the 
fact that the names for the constellations are actually Latin words (essentially Latin vocabulary students 
don't know that they already know). In the following table I have included possible topics associated with 
each astrological sign in three categories: etymology, myth, culture. The items with an asterisk indicate a 
postulated lndo-European root as it appears in Calvert Watkins' appendix in the American Heritage 
College Dictionary and in his more elaborate The American Heritage Dictionary o/Jndo-European Roots, 
2ad edition (Houghton-Miflin, 2000). The signs are listed respectively in Latin, Greek, Arabic, and English. 
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Sign Language/Etymology Myth/Literature Culture notes (Zodiac, 2) 
Aries aries (Latin)= ram and Golden Ram ofJason and Aries is a word for the 
Krios battering ram Medea myth: battering rams used by 
Al Kabsh al ariete (Spanish) This ram carries Phrixus and Roman armies to pound 
'Alif (Ar.) eriphos (Greek) Helle to Colchis, but Helle down the gates of besieged 
Ram areya- (Sanskrit) falls off, thus the strait cities. 
known as the Hellespont. 
Tammuz (Mesopotamia) 
Ammon (Egypt) 
Abraham's sacrificial ram 
Taurus taurine, Zeus/Jupiter as bull Bulls, as one of the first 
Tauras toreador (Spanish) torero domesticated animals are 
Al Thaur (Spanish) taurocholic acid Osiris as bull common sacrificial animals 
Bull taureau (French) to male gods in many early 
*tauro- toro (Sp. and It.) Mithras (Persia, India) cultures and thus are 
taur (Romanian) associated specifically with 
A bull tamed by the .hero Zeus, Mithras, Jupiter, and 
Jason the Semitic god Baal. 
Dionysus 
Babylonian Tammuz 
Gemini geminus (Latin) Dioscuri (Castor and Twins appear as a common 
Didemoi geminate Pollux) brothers of Helen motif in literature and legend: 
Al giminal and Clytemnestra all Romulus and Remus, the 
Tau'aman gemelo (Spanish) children of Leda and Zeus Asvins (India), 
Twins gemelos (Spanish) (as a Swan) the Dioscuri (Greece) 
mellizo (Spanish) 
*yem- gemellaire (French) Mesopotamia: Great Twins 
yama- (Sanskrit) 
Cancer *kar- hard/strong> Crab bites Hercules' toes as The crab's pincers are 
Karkinos Richard, Leonard, standard he battles the Hydra metaphors for damage and 
Al Saratan Greek kratos ( > democracy, pain, thus cancre and cancer. 
Crab autocracy, Socrates) The crab was the scarab The crab's hard shell 
Cancer (Latin) > cancre sore beetle god Kephri in Egypt. connects it with words in a 
*kar- cangrejo (Spanish) number of languages 
cancrelat (Fr.) = roach Tortoise (Babylon) meaning hard/strong. 
Karkinos (Gk) > carcinoma 
karkata- (Sanskrit) 
Leo Leonine The Nemean lion Hercules The lion is a common 
Leon Leonard defeats and skins metaphor for strength and 
Al Asad Leon military might. Hercules is 
Lion Leonidas The lion that Pyramus depicted in art dressed in the 
lionize believes has killed Thisbe Nemean lion's invincible 
Chameleon (literally in the Py ram us and Th isbe skin. Names of military 
'ground lion,' cf. myth ( a model for Romeo leaders often incorporate the 
chamomile) and Juliet) lion: Leonidas, Richard the 
leone (Italian) Lionhearted, etc. 
le6n (Spanish) One of Daniel's Lions 
Virgo virgo (Latin) > Associations with: The Parthenon was a temple 
Parthenos virginal, virginity Ishtar on the Acropolis at Athens 
Al 'Adhra' vierge (French) AphroditeNenus constructed in honor of the 
al Nathifah vergen (Spanish) Persephone virgin goddess Athena. 
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Virgin Parthenos (Greek)> Virgin Mary (Zodiac, 3) 
Parthenon, parthenogenesis Ruth(Ol) 
Libra Libra (Lt) > level, lira, Astraea, goddess of justice The scales of justice are an 
Zugos livre ( currency not book) important American symbol: 
AIZubana deliberate, equilibrium Old Testament tribe of Blind Justice with scales in 
Scales litra (Greek)> liter Asher front of the Supreme Court 
zygote building. 
*lithra- libelula (Spanish) = 
dragonfly (flies level) 
nivel, nivelar (Sp.) 
Scorpio scorpaenoid, scorpioid, Scorpion that wounds and 
Skorpios scorpion kills Orion 
Scorpion Egyptian goddess Selket 
Al 'Akrab 
Sagitarius sagitta = arrow, sagittal, Usually a centaur/satyr Toxic derives from the fact 
Toxotes sagittal plane, sagittate Crotos ( a centaur) that arrows were often dipped 
Al Kaus Chiron (teacher of in poison to make them 
Bowman saeta, saetero, asaetar Achilles-a centaur) doubly effective. Toxos in 
(Spanish) Mesopotamia: Nergal Greek actually means the 
*tekw- saetta (Italian) (war/archer god) 'bow' from which arrows are 
sageata (Romanian) Minotaur in Theseus· myth shot. 
toxos (Greek)> 
toxic, intoxicated, toxology In Egypt ~ the Ibis 
Capricorn Cabriolet, chevre, chevron, Roman sea god The island of Capri was a 
Aigokeros capreomycin, capric acid Greek Pan retreat of the emperor 
AIJady cabriole, cabrioler Mesopotamian god of Tiberius, who as a "dirty old 
Goat/fish chevreau (French) wisdom Oannes man" was described by some 
cabr6n, cabrito (Sp) as a goat living on "goat 
*kap-ro island". 
*ker-
Aquarius aqua = water aquarium, Ganymede (Greco-Roman) Water is the sine qua non of 
Hydroxous aquamarine, aquatic, Hapy the crocodile god of civilization. Cities require 
AIDalw hydrogen, hydro-electric the Nile (Egypt) large amounts of water to 
Waterbearer agua, enjuagar (Sp.) survive and prosper, cf. 
acqua (Italian) Juno's Peacock or Goose Roman aquaducts, the Nile 
*akw-a- river culture in Egypt, 
irrigation systems in 
Mesopotamia, and modem 
water plants. 
Pisces • peisk.:. > fish, lutefisk Syria: Derke--fish-woman piscina was originally the 
Ixthus piscis (Latin)> piscatorial, Venus and Cupid Latin word for a fishpond. 
AISamakah piscine Jesus as Fish in early The Romans, masters of 
Fish Ixthus (Greek)> Olristianity from Greek pisciculture grew fish of all 
ichthyology word for fish 'Ixthus': types in large artificial ponds. 
*peisk- pez, pecera, ·pesca, pescar I (Jesus) Later the tenn is extended to 
(Spanish) X (Olristos) mean swimming pool. The 
poisson (French) 9 (Theou = of God) Romans also used piscinae as 
piccha- (Sanskrit) Y (huios = son) settling tanks. 
pesce (Italian) l: (soter = savior) 
Resources: (Zodiac, 4) 
The American Heritage College Dictionary, 4th edition (Houghton Mifflin, 2002). Purchase the one with 
electronic version of the full American Heritage Dictionary, including Indo-European and Semitic roots 
and you get two dictionaries in one. 
The American Heritage Dictiona,y of Inda-European Roots by Calvert Watkins (Houghton-Mifflin, 2000). 
This an extended version of the supplement in the American Heritage Dictionary contains a very good 
index of English words cross-referenced to the Indo-European roots. 
The Origins of English Words: A Discursive Dictionary of Inda-European Roots by Joseph T. Shipley 
(Johns-Hopkins, 1984). This book can be useful and fun to browse but "discursive" is definitely a key 
element in this book. You may get more than you want. 
The Oxford Introduction to Proto-Inda-European and the Proto-Inda-European World by J.P. Mallory and 
D.Q. Adams (Oxford, 2006). This newly published book is encyclopedic in scope and well-indexed. 
A Dictionary of Selected Synorryms in the Principal Inda-European languages by Carl Darling Buck. This 
classic work is a little dated but can be very useful for finding synonyms and cognates across a number of 
1-E languages. Caveat: It is only available in a reprinted version in nearly microscopic type with four 
pages per page. 
Composition a/Scientific Words by Roland Wilbur Brown (Smithsonian Books, 1956). For scientific 
terminology this book can't be beat. 
The Big Red Book of Spanish Vocabulary by Thomas, Thomas, Nash and Richmond (McGraw-Hill, 2006). 
This is a great book for Spanish cognate, roots, and suffixes. 
Easy Key to Spanish Vocabulary: A Mnemonic list with English Cognates by Harry Murutes (Canton, 
Ohio, 2001). I am not sure if this is still in print, but it provides numerous cognate Spanish and English 
words and their common (usually Latin) origins. 
Gran Diccionario usual de la lengua Espanola, 2nd edition (Larousse, 2004). This is the only easily-
available Spanish dictionary that I have been able to find with Latin etymologies. 
The History and Practice of Ancient Astronomy by James Evans (Oxford, 1998). This is a very thorough 
guide to the practices, beliefs, and the mathematics behind ancient astronomy. 
The Star/ore Handbook: An essential Guide to the Night Sky by Geoffrey Cornelius. This handbook is 
much more accessible than the book immediately above. 
The Arcana Dictionary of Astrology by Fred Gettings (Penguin-Arkana, 1985). 
Star Names: Their lore and Meaning by Richard Hinkley Allen (Dover, 1963). This is an old work 
(originally published in 1899) but very good on traditional stories associated with stars and constellations. 
The Penguin Dictionary of Symbols by Chevalier and Gheerbrant (Pengin, 1996) 
Brief Timeline: 
Babylonian Astronomical observations of planets recorded (from 1600 BCE) 1 
Greek Astronomy at its height from Aristotle to Ptolemy (300's - I00s BCE) 
Arabic Astronomy absorbs and develops Greek astronomy (800s CE) 
Modem Scientific astronomy (1600s CE 7) 
1 These cuneiform records are in Akkadian (an early Semitic language related to Hebrew, Aramaic, and 
Arabic). 
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